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In order to alleviate human drowsiness in social crisis, it is necessary to predict the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis and improve the accurate monitoring and analysis ability of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis; this paper puts forward a prediction model of psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis based on quantitative statistical analysis. The prediction and control model of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is constructed, the fuzzy prediction algorithm is combined, the psychological rescue function characteristics of music education in social crisis are analyzed, and the descriptive statistical analysis model of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is established. Through the fuzzy feature extraction method, the big data feature detection of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is carried out, the statistical analysis model of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is established, the dynamic analysis and prediction of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis are carried out by combining fuzzy information mining and adaptive learning methods, and the dynamic feature mining of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is carried out by adopting the quantitative statistical feature analysis method. Statistical characteristics of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis are established, dynamic monitoring and feature prediction according to the analysis of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis are carried out, the ambiguity prediction and feature optimization judgment ability of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis are improved, and accurate prediction of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis based on the optimization statistical analysis results is carried out. The simulation results show that the statistical analysis ability and fuzzy judgment ability of using this method to predict the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis are better, which improves the pertinence and effectiveness of music education.

1. Introduction

In music education, it is necessary to combine the social crisis for the relief and suppression analysis of the psychological rescue function of music education and establish a statistical analysis model of the psychological rescue function of music education in the social crisis. Combined with quantitative statistical analysis methods, the prediction and analysis of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crises are constructed, and the fuzzy detection analysis model of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crises is constructed [1]. Through the load dynamic analysis method, the dynamic analysis of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is carried out. Combining the methods of dynamic statistical analysis and big data analysis, the improvement and fuzzy dynamic analysis of music education in social crisis is carried out, which improves the output stability of music education in social crisis [2]. Combined with the method of ambiguity analysis, the statistical analysis model of big data is used to predict and analyze the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. The dynamic big data joint analysis method is used to extract the dynamic feature quantity of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. The prediction and dynamic evaluation of the
psychological rescue function of music education in a social crisis have been carried out, which has improved the stability of the psychological rescue function of music education in a social crisis. The research on the rescue function prediction and big data analysis methods of music education has attracted great attention [3].

The prediction of the bailout function of music education is based on the big data collection and feature analysis of the psychological rescue function of music education. Among the traditional methods, the dynamic prediction methods for the rescue function of music education in social crisis mainly include fuzzy feature analysis methods, correlation dimension statistical analysis methods, and dynamic response feature detection methods. Reference [4] proposed a method for predicting the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis based on the SSA-PPR model. It used the SSA-PPR model to build a big data statistical analysis model for the prediction of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crises and combined fuzzy information detection methods to achieve the psychological rescue function prediction of music education. This method improves the prediction accuracy of the rescue function of music education, but the prediction of the rescue function of music education by this method is ambiguous and has poor correlation. Reference [5] proposed a function prediction model based on descriptive statistical analysis and performed a change prediction and dynamic analysis of the psychological rescue function of music education in a social crisis. The dynamic feature quantity reflecting the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is extracted, and the method of correlation feature analysis is used to perform dynamic analysis and optimal scheduling of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. This method has a relatively high degree of ambiguity in the dynamic analysis of the changes in the psychological rescue function of music education during social crises, and its ability to identify features is not good [6].

In order to solve the above problems, this paper proposes a prediction model for the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis based on quantitative statistical feature analysis. The big data feature detection of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is carried out by the method of fuzziness feature extraction. The quantitative statistical feature analysis method is used to mine the dynamic features of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis and establish the statistical feature quantity of psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. In the simulation experiment, combined with the descriptive statistical analysis method, the rescue function prediction of music education in social crisis is realized.

2. Statistical Analysis of Big Data of the Rescue Function of Music Education in Social Crisis

2.1. Flow Sequence Modeling of the Rescue Function of Music Education in Social Crisis. In order to realize the prediction of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis, the SSA-PPR model is used to build a statistical analysis model of big data for the prediction of psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. A descriptive statistical analysis method was used to establish the characteristic sequence distribution model of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis and to analyze the correlation feature of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. The predictive feature quantity of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is extracted, and a vertical topological analysis model of psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is constructed. Through yield response control and fuzzy parameter identification methods, the longitudinal characteristics of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis are analyzed [7–9]. Combined with the fuzzy information correlation prediction method, the rescue function prediction model of music education in social crisis is obtained, and the longitudinal distribution sequence of rescue function of music education in social crisis is as follows:

\[
A(x) = AJ(x)a(x) + B(1 - b(x)),
\]

\[
\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
  m_i(t) = -a_i m_i(t) + b_i(p_i(t - \sigma), p_2(t - \sigma), \ldots, p_n(t - \sigma)) \\
  \hat{p}_i(t) = -c_i \hat{p}_i(t) + d m_i(t - \tau)
\end{array} \right.
\]

is a set of dynamic distribution features of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. \(h(t) = H \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{K(m)} a_{mk} \delta(t - T_m - \tau_{mk})\) is the load intensity distribution set of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. The attribute value of the psychological rescue function of music education in the social crisis of \(V = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_N\}\) is \((u, v) \in E\). In the prediction process of the psychological rescue function of music education in a social crisis, a directed graph analysis model \(h(t) = H \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{K(m)} a_{mk} \delta(t - T_m - \tau_{mk})\) is used to represent the statistical distribution of the psychological rescue function of music education in a social crisis where \(V\) is the autocorrelation distribution set of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis, \(V = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_N\}\), and the vertical imbalance dynamic distribution set of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is \(q_i(t) = [u1, x1, y1, z1]\) and \(q_i(t2) = [u2, x2, y2, z2]\). Calculating the feature quantity of the plane motion state of the psychological rescue function of music education in the social crisis, the feature
distribution set is \((u, v) \in E\), and \(W = \{w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_m\}\) is the dynamic weight of the psychological rescue function of music education in a social crisis. Using high-dimensional phase space reconstruction technology to carry out spatial

\[
X = [x(t_0), x(t_0 + \Delta t), \ldots, x(t_0 + (K - 1)\Delta t)]
\]

where \(x(t)\) is the dynamic feature distribution set of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis, \(J\) is the disturbance window function, \(m\) is the embedding dimension of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis, and \(\Delta t\) is the jump width of psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. The probability density of the state distribution of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis, \(f_{\text{PSA}}\), is as follows:

The SSA-PPR model function is as follows:

\[
\min_{w, h, k} \frac{1}{2} \|w\|^2 + C \sum_{j=1}^{l} u(x_j) \xi_j
\]

s.t. \(y_j ((w \cdot x_j) + b) + \xi_j \geq 1\)

\[
\xi_j \geq 0, j = 1, 2, \ldots, l
\]

Taking the main component features of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis as the reference feature quantity, the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method is used to solve the longitudinal imbalance feature quantity of psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis [12]. The kernel function of the model distribution for the psychological rescue function of music education is \(k(x_i, x_j)\). Then, the linear programming function of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is as follows:

\[
0 \leq a_j \leq u(x_j)C, \quad j = 1, 2, \ldots, l
\]

The linear programming design of the psychological assistance function of music education in social crises uses the square programming algorithm [13]. The optimized function for predicting the psychological assistance function of music education in social crises is as follows:

\[
h(t) = H \sum_{m=1}^{M} \sum_{k=1}^{K(m)} a_{mk} \delta(t - T_m - \tau_{mk}).
\]
crisis, the statistical analysis model of psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is as follows:

\[
\frac{\partial H_i}{\partial \beta_i} = \sum_{j \in \mathcal{J}_i} h_j \beta_j + \sigma^2 \left( \frac{1}{1 + y_i - \beta_i} \right).
\]  

(8)

According to the results of statistical analysis, the characteristics of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis are decomposed, and the multi-dimensional scale feature distribution is obtained as follows:

\[
\eta_{\text{comm}} = k \cdot \frac{1}{E_{\text{comm}}} \left( 1 - p_{\text{drop}} \right),
\]

(9)

where \(p_{\text{drop}}\) is the SSA-PPR model parameter of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. The through the fuzziness feature extraction method, the big data feature detection of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is established to establish a descriptive statistical analysis model of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis [14].

3. Predictive Model of Rescue Function of Music Education in Social Crisis

3.1. Big Data Analysis of the Rescue Function of Music Education in Social Crisis

This paper proposes a method for predicting the psychological rescue function of music education in the social crisis based on the SSA-PPR model. By extracting the feature analysis of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis [15], the distribution set of the statistical characteristics of the two-way planning to analyze the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is as follows:

\[
S_B = \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i (\bar{m}_i - \bar{m})(\bar{m}_i - \bar{m})^T,
\]

(10)

where \(\bar{m} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i \bar{m}_i\) is the autocorrelation adjustment component of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. According to the correlation index of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis, \(n\) variables of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis are collected. Taking the feature decomposition to get the association rule set of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis, expressed by \(a_i\), the template function of the psychological rescue function prediction of music education in social crisis is described as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
G_1 &= b_{11}a_1 + b_{12}a_2 + \cdots + b_{1n}a_n, \\
G_2 &= b_{21}a_1 + b_{22}a_2 + \cdots + b_{2n}a_n, \\
&\vdots \\
G_n &= b_{n1}a_1 + b_{n2}a_2 + \cdots + b_{nn}a_n.
\end{align*}
\]

(11)

Both \(G_1\) and \(G_k\) have a strong correlation. \(G_k\) represents the difference in the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. \(G_1\) is the main component characteristic quantity of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. The template matching method is used to obtain the adaptive weighting coefficient of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis, and the fuzzy information weighting matrix is as follows:

\[
B = \begin{bmatrix}
  b_{11} & b_{12} & \cdots & b_{1n} \\
  b_{21} & b_{22} & \cdots & b_{2n} \\
  \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
  b_{n1} & b_{n2} & \cdots & b_{nn}
\end{bmatrix}.
\]

(12)

Using adaptive learning methods, the fitting coefficient of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is \(S = \{(x_1, y_1, u(x_1)), \ldots, (x_l, y_l, u(x_l))\}\) where \(x_j \in \mathbb{R}^n, u(x_j) \in [-1, 1], \sigma \leq u(x_j) \leq 1, \sigma\) is the model parameter of the statistics of the psychological rescue function of music education in the social crisis and \(u(x_j)\) is the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. The output of \((x_j, y_j, u(x_j))\) is the correlation \((j = 1, \ldots, l)\) of \(y_j = 1\) (positive category) or \(y_j = -1\) (negative category). Combined with fuzzy information mining and adaptive learning methods, the dynamic analysis and prediction of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis are carried out.

3.2. Rescue Function of Music Education

According to the analysis of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crises, dynamic monitoring and feature prediction are carried out to establish the statistical characteristic quantity of psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. This improves the ability of ambiguity prediction and feature optimization judgment of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. The fuzzy output feature set of music education is \(CH_i (i \in C_1)\). Combined with the optimized statistical analysis results, the psychological relief effect of music education in social crisis was predicted accurately, and the output is as follows:

\[
f(x) = sgn \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{l} \alpha_j y_j K(x, x_j) + b^* \right\},
\]

(13)

where \(b^* = y_j - \sum_{j=1}^{l} \alpha_j y_j a_j K(x_j, x)\), \(i \in \{1 \mid 0 < \alpha_i < u(x_i)\}\). The statistical feature quantity of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is established, and dynamic analysis based on the fusion result of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is performed. The characteristic quantity of ambiguity is as follows:

\[
Y_k = \left[ y_{k1}, y_{k2}, \ldots, y_{k_j}, \ldots, y_{kl} \right], \quad (k = 1, 2, \ldots, N),
\]

(14)

where \(y_{kj}\) represents the unbalanced feature quantity of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis and \(N\) is the data length of psychological rescue
function of music education in social crisis. Through the association data mining, the optimization prediction and evaluation of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis are realized.

4. Simulation Test and Analysis

Through simulation experiments, the effectiveness of the method in this paper in realizing the prediction and quantitative analysis of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis is verified. The number of days of bailout guidance for social education in social crisis is 24 days, the length of the intermittent sample sampling is 1h, the number of samples for statistical analysis of the psychological rescue function of music education is 500, the correlation coupling coefficient is 0.26, the ambiguity coefficient is 0.28, and the root mean square error is set to 0.25. According to the above parameter settings, the rescue function information of music education in social crisis is sampled, and the large data distribution of the sampled samples is shown in Figure 1.

According to the sampling results of the psychological rescue function information of music education in the social crisis in Figure 1, the changes in the psychological rescue function of music education in the social crisis are predicted. Using the SSA-PPR model to build a big data statistical analysis model for the prediction of the rescue function of music education in social crises, the rescue function index of music education in social crises is obtained, as shown in Figure 2.

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the method in this paper can effectively predict the rescue function of music education in social crisis, and the prediction has good convergence. The prediction accuracy test was conducted, and the comparison results are shown in Table 1. It can be obtained that the method proposed in this paper has a higher precision in predicting the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis.
5. Conclusion

In order to construct an ambiguity detection and analysis model for the psychological rescue function of music education in social crises, this paper combines the method of ambiguity analysis and uses the big data statistical analysis model to predict and analyze the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis. This paper proposes a prediction model of the psychological rescue function of music education based on quantitative statistical characteristics analysis. It uses high-dimensional phase space reconstruction technology to carry out the spatial reorganization of the psychological rescue function sequence of music education in social crisis. A descriptive statistical analysis model for the psychological rescue function of music education in social crises is established, and the big data feature detection of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crises is carried out by fuzziness feature extraction. And combined with fuzzy information mining and adaptive learning methods, the dynamic analysis and prediction of the psychological rescue function of music education in social crisis are carried out. The study shows that the accuracy of the rescue function prediction of music education in social crises in this paper is high, and the feature matching is good.
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